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The Bright Cities program gives grants up to $35,000 to city governments and 
community-based partners to equitably reduce their community’s exposures to 
neurotoxic chemicals that interfere with all babies’ brain development. 

Why? 1 in 6 children in America have a neurological disability 
including autism, IQ loss, learning or behavioral problems, 
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder and speech or cognitive 
delays.4 While toxic chemicals are not the sole cause for lifelong 
learning and developmental deficits, they are among the most 
preventable.

Bright Cities works with mayors and city leaders to design the 
most effective strategies for a city. Benefits to being a Bright City 
extend beyond reducing neurotoxic exposures. Being a Bright 
City elicits positive responses from city residents. It provides an opportunity to 
leverage national funding and set the stage for sustainable equitable change. 
And it provides a fresh opportunity for cities to ensure that all babies have 
equitable, just and healthy environments.
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B R I G H T  C I T Y :

SALT LAKE CITY, UT

C O N C E R N S :

• Pesticides and Herbicides 
used on City Parks

P R O J E C T  O U T P U T :

• One on-line “Pesticide-Free” 
Campaign

• Yard Signs for SLC Residents

• Two Demonstration Projects  
to Show “Lushness” of 
Chemical-Free Turf

B R I G H T  C I T Y :

SALT LAKE CITY, UT

C O N C E R N S :

• Kids’ Exposure to Chemicals 
That Harm Brain Development 
in City Parks

P R O J E C T  O U T P U T :

• “Pesticide Free SLC” Online 
Public Education Campaign

• Yard Signs for SLC Residents

• Two Hands-On Events to Show 
Benefits of Chemical-Free Turf

K I D S  I M P A C T E D :

• More than 58,000 kids under 5 
years old live in Salt Lake City

 1 in 6  
children  

in America have 
a neurological 

disability.

Due to their relatively 
small size, the same 

amount of a chemical  
is likely to be 

10 times
more toxic to a child 

than to an adult.7 

The Steps Salt Lake City Took to 
Build a Healthier Future for Kids
Picture a toddler running down a grassy hill under puffy white clouds in a blue 
sky. Sounds glorious, right? And often it is, unless toxins that harm babies’ brain 
development have been applied to that grass.

Widely used organophosphate (OP) pesticides — in parks, schools, hospitals, 
homes, and on golf courses, right-of-ways, and other public spaces — have 
led to nearly universal human exposures.1 Multiple academic studies — 
spanning diverse populations in urban and agricultural settings — link OP 
exposures during a baby’s development with cognitive, behavioral, and social 
developmental challenges as they grow.

In short, OPs hamper an enzyme in our 
brain (cholinesterase) which breaks 
down into a chemical messenger called 
acetylcholine.2 Acetylcholine helps 
guide brain cells to their target location 
during a baby’s brain development. Less 
acetylcholine means fewer “guides” to help brain cells reach their destination. Many 
cities have transitioned away from using OP pesticides, often replacing them with 
glyphosate-based products. However, significant concerns remain about the toxic 
side-effects of pesticide use, especially for babies.3

And upsetting the architecture of the brain has serious life-long implications, such as 
diagnosed diseases like autism to less clearly defined disorders like attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorders (ADHD) and more subtle challenges like learning disabilities 
and sensory deficits. Essentially, chemicals used on our lawns and parks can be 
incredibly harmful to the human brain — especially developing ones.



More than 1 billion tons of pesticide products are used each 
year commercially and agriculturally5, and the U.S. EPA 
estimates that almost 75% of American households use 
pesticides. And children are more sensitive to the harmful 
effects of pesticides because of their greater intake of food and 
fluids per pound of body weight and because their organs and 
detoxification systems aren’t fully developed.

To keep kids in Salt Lake City healthier, SLC staff developed a 
dual strategy — an online public education campaign and a 
pilot turf program — to test the effectiveness of chemical-free 
turf maintenance and set the stage for a municipal organic turf 
management policy.

SLC Created a “Pesticide Free SLC” Public Education Campaign
Most pesticide exposure in the general population happens at home and from pesticide residues 
brought home on shoes or clothing from the outdoors.6 Luckily, there are affordable and effective 
non-chemical alternatives to achieve healthy and beautiful yards. 

The SLC team invited residents to take a “Pesticide Free 
SLC” pledge to reduce pesticide exposures to support 
healthier children and ecosystems. Residents and 
businesses were encouraged to stop pesticide use and put 
a “Pesticide Free SLC” metal sign in their lawn. Over 300 
“Pesticide Free SLC” signs were distributed to SLC residents. 

This lawn sign campaign was launched in tandem with 
a new city website called “Pesticide Free SLC.”  The 
website features information about the health impacts 
of pesticides, native plants, organic lawn care tips, 
natural pesticides, and how to to avoid pesticide residues 
on produce. The same information is contained in a 
“Pesticide Free Yard Guide.” 

SLC co-hosted workshops on organic turf management to 
bolster public support for chemical-free turf maintenance 
too. Tune in here for a recorded version of the training.

SLC’s Launched a Public Pilot Program to Showcase  
Chemical-Free Turf Management
SLC started a side-by-side comparison of conventional and organically managed turf in two city 
parks. Half of the turf in Laird Park and Madsen Park was managed using each method. This allowed 
community members and city employees to evaluate any differences in turf quality. 

“Our Parks & Public Lands Department takes a lot of pride in creating vibrant and healthy 
parklands for the community, and it was important to identify organic practices that maintained 
the same level of quality and appearance,” explained Bridget Stuchly, former manager of Salt 
Lake City’s Food and Equity Program. 

“We are always looking 
to implement the most 
innovative and healthy 
practices to achieve a 
better quality 
of life for our 
community 
members.” 
 Former SLC Mayor  
 Jackie Biskupski

https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
http://www.slcdocs.com/slcgreen/Pesticide Free SLC Guide_web.pdf
https://www.beyondpesticides.org/assets/media/documents/lawn/documents/TrainingforMunicipalOfficialsorLandscapersonOrganicLandCareBasics.pdf
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/frequently-asked-questions-organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/frequently-asked-questions-organic-landcare-pilot-project/


The Parks Department previously tried organic pest and weed management products, but the 
products used weren’t as effective as conventional pesticides, which resulted in more weeds 
and community complaints. Bright Cities helped SLC partner with Beyond Pesticides and 
Osborne Organics, whose national expertise helps cities successfully transition from chemical 
pesticides to healthier alternatives. Both partners recommended effective organic products 
and management strategies with demonstrated success in similar climates. 

“This technical expertise was an invaluable part of our pilot project’s success,” said Stuchly.

The strategic decision to invite the public to be “Pesticide Free SLC” while the parks were 
piloting pesticide free management practices provided a positive feedback loop. 

SLC residents were motivated to call the Parks & Public Lands Division —  partly due to 
information they learned online and through the demonstration projects —  and request that 
organic land care methods be used in more city parks. This feedback reinforced public support 
for the city’s transition to organic park turf maintenance and helped build critical political 
support for broader chemical-free turf management practices.

“It can be difficult to change a department’s established 
practices,” acknowledged Stuchly. “Overall, there was a 
lack of understanding of why we would change a system 
that was already working. It was important for the 
Sustainability Department to explain the goal of the Bright 
Cities program and to work collaboratively to figure out 
the best approach forward.”

SLC leveraged its Bright Cities funding to secure additional 
financial and technical resources. SLC won a $5,000 grant 
from Stonyfield Organic to be used towards organic turf 
management in 2019. 

“The pilot we did with Healthy Babies Bright Futures 
made us a great candidate for Stonyfield’s initiative,” 
said Stuchly. SLC used the funding to add one field at 
Westpointe Park and two fields at the Regional Athletic 
Complex to test organic turf management on athletic 
playing fields.

Going forward, more SLC fields and parks will be evaluated 
for a transition to organic land management methods. The initial pilot projects — completed 
in Fall 2020 — will be used to inform 2021 management decisions and will help shape SLC’s 
evolving municipal turf management policy. Budget concerns, however, continue to be a 
challenge for moving this work forward.

Learn more by reading Bright City Providence RI’s “Environmentally Preferable Practices 
in the City of Providence Parks Department.” Use Bright City Boulder’s Step-by-Step 
Instructions for Organic Lawn Care in your city. The non-profit group Toxic-Free Communities 
maintains a directory of recent policies and programs that US cities have used to restrict the 
use of pesticides.

“The national scope of the 
Bright Cities Award helped lend 
additional credibility to our goal 
to reduce pesticide use and 
helped us build a 
stronger case 
for the city to 
move towards 
more organic 
practices.” 
Bridget Stuchly,  
former manager,  
Salt Lake City Food & Equity Program

https://www.beyondpesticides.org/
https://osborneorganics.com/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.hbbf.org/blog/2019-06/case-study-how-being-bright-city-can-lead-even-more-wins-your-community
https://www.stonyfield.com/playfree/apply
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/organic-landcare-pilot-project/
https://www.providenceri.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.providenceri.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://bouldercolorado.gov/ipm/healthy-lawns-2
https://bouldercolorado.gov/ipm/healthy-lawns-2
http://www.nontoxiccommunities.com/cities.html


Review existing policies.

Dig into your city’s existing turf management and integrated pest management plans. Check out the 
toolkits — Non Toxic Neighborhoods Tool Kit, Beyond Pesticides “Tools for Change,”and the Midwest 
Municipal Pesticide Reduction ToolKit — bursting with information and examples of making it happen. 
Then, seek support for your ideas from the Parks & Recreation Director and other municipal allies.

Seek expert advice.

Other Bright Cities, including Boulder CO, Missoula MT, and Providence RI have existing chemical-free 
turf maintenance programs and policies, and connecting with them is a great way to source ideas.  
You can also contact Beyond Pesticides, a nationwide non-profit with affordable expertise in 
designing safe pest management programs at info@beyondpesticides.org. For connection to other 
Bright Cities, contact Kyra at knaumoff@hbbf.org.

Engage the public.

Decisions made through community-based processes are more sustainable when residents are 
engaged in problem-solving at the beginning rather than being presented with a solution(s).  
For example, the strategic decision to launch the “Pesticide-Free SLC” website for SLC residents  
while publicly demonstrating pesticide-free management practices provided a positive feedback 
loop that helped build critical political support for broader chemical-free turf maintenance 
practices. The SLC team generously gives permission to use and/or adapt all materials on the 
“Pesticide Free SLC” website in your city. 

Enable city leadership. 

Just like any other shift in policy, it’s important to ensure that decision makers understand the 
concepts, challenges, strategies, and benefits of your plan. That will equip them as they work to 
establish a new city policy. Remember that many people do not often like change. Keep that in mind 
as you ask them to shift how they control pest pressure in the landscape. Be sensitive to this and 
work to support their efforts to switch to organic and regenerative practices to control pests.

Expand and evolve.

Consider the actions associated with this project a first step for an even more impactful future gain.  
Are there new partners — neighboring cities, aligned  organizations, friends, etc. — who could be 
invited to engage in the work? Does your initial work make your city more competitive for grant 
funding? For example, Stonyfield Organics regularly has a competitive grant application to help 
transition playing fields to organic management. Find opportunities to leverage your initial work.
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PLAYBOOK FOR TRANSITIONING  
TO CHEMICAL-FREE MUNICIPAL TURF MAINTENANCE

https://farmersfootprint.us/ntn/NonToxicNeighborhoods-Playbook.pdf
https://www.beyondpesticides.org/programs/lawns-and-landscapes/tools-for-change
https://midwestgrowsgreen.org/what-you-can-do/all-resources/
https://midwestgrowsgreen.org/what-you-can-do/all-resources/
mailto:https://bouldercolorado.gov/ipm/healthy-lawns-2?subject=
mailto:https://www.beyondpesticides.org/?subject=
mailto:info%40beyondpesticides.org?subject=
mailto:knaumoff%40hbbf.org?subject=
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.slc.gov/sustainability/pesticidefree/
https://www.stonyfield.com/playfree/apply


Have questions about Salt Lake City’s actions?
Contact Debbie Lyons, SLC’s Deputy Director of Sustainability at 

debbie.lyons@slcgov.com

Curious about funding and/or informational resources?
Contact Kyra Naumoff Shields, Bright Cities Program Director, at  

knaumoff@hbbf.org

The Bright Cities program provides grant funding for US cities and community 
based partner organizations to reduce exposures — in pregnant women and 

children under 2 years — to the nine neurotoxins with the strongest associations 
to developmental delay.4  These neurotoxins are arsenic, flame retardants, lead, 

mercury, combustion byproducts called PAHs, banned industrial chemicals PCBs, 
organophosphate pesticides, a rocket fuel component and fertilizer contaminant 

called perchlorate, and plastic additives called phthalates.
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